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Abstract Earth's equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) is the long-term response to doubled
atmospheric CO2 and likely between 1.5 and 4.5K. Conventional general circulation models do not
convincingly narrow down this range, and newly developed nonhydrostatic models with relatively fine
horizontal resolutions of a few kilometers have thus far delivered diverse results. Here we use the
nonhydrostatic ICONmodel with the physics package normally used for climate simulations at resolutions
as fine as 5 km to study the response to a uniform surface warming in an aquaplanet configuration. We
apply the model in two setups: one with convection parametrization employed and one with explicit
convection. ICON exhibits a negative total feedback independent of convective representation, thus
providing a stable climate with an ECS comparable to other general circulation models, though three
interesting new results are found. First, ECS varies little across resolution for both setups but runs with
explicit convection have systematically lower ECS than the parametrized case, mainly due to more
negative tropical clear-sky longwave feedbacks. These are a consequence of a drier mean state of about 6%
relative humidity for explicit convection and less midtropospheric moistening with global warming.
Second, shortwave feedbacks switch from positive to negative with increasing resolution, originating
foremost in the tropics and high latitudes. Third, the model shows no discernible high cloud area feedback
(iris effect) in any configuration. It is possible that ICON's climate model parametrizations applied here are
less appropriate for cloud resolving scales, and therefore, ongoing developments aim at implementing a
more advanced prognostic cloud microphysics scheme.
1. Introduction
An important application of general circulation models (GCMs) is to understand and predict the effects
of global warming. GCMs have the advantage of simulating the whole atmosphere and hence can capture
interactions between different parts of the Earth system if coupled to models of, for example, the ocean
or land. To better be able to compare and understand GCMs and to develop ideas on constraining Earth's
climate sensitivity, a variety ofmodel intercomparison projects (MIPs) has been developed,whichhas helped
to identify low-level cloud amount as one of the key features responsible for intermodel spread in cloud
feedbacks and hence climate sensitivity (Bony & Dufresne, 2005; Cess et al., 1989; Zelinka et al., 2013). That
said, also other aspects of GCMs are uncertain, and of particular interest are possible systematic biases that
would shift the climate sensitivity of the model ensemble as a whole, for instance, arising from the models
being similar in the way they are constructed or from the typical coarse resolution they apply.
Uncertainties in the representation of cloud feedbacks in conventional GCMs with a grid spacing of
(100) km call for global simulations conducted at much finer resolutions, up to a few kilometers. In this
work aquaplanet experiments are conducted. Aquaplanets are often used to study resolution-dependent
behavior in GCMs of different atmospheric quantities such as atmospheric rivers (e.g., Hagos et al., 2015;
Swenson et al., 2018), the jet stream (Lu et al., 2015), or stratiform precipitation (O'Brien et al., 2013). The
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) shows a varying sensitivity to resolution. In Williamson (2008) a
double structure ITCZ is narrowing for increasing horizontal resolution and an additional sensitivity to the
model's time step length is found (see also Williamson, 2013). In Benedict et al. (2017) a double ITCZ nar-
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Table 1
Resolutions and Time Steps of ICON
Full name Resolution (km) Time step (min) Simulation time Parametrized Explicit
b0 2,525 120 5 years yes yes
b1 1,263 45 5 years yes yes
b2 631 30 5 years yes yes
b3 316 15 5 years yes yes
b4 158 8 5 years yes yes
b5 79 5 5 years yes yes
b6 39 2 5 years yes yes
b7 20 1 5 years yes yes
b8 10 0.5 3 months no yes
b9 5 0.25 3 months no yes
Note. The resolution denoted in kilometers are the average square root of a single triangle's area.
might transition into a double structure or stay as a single ITCZ, depending on the dynamical core as in
Landu et al. (2014).
Here we assess climate feedbacks in two different model setups and across a wide range of resolutions
for the Icosahedral Non-hydrostatic (ICON) model (Giorgetta et al., 2018), which is a recently developed
nonhydrostatic model with a grid based upon the icosahedron.
One setup uses parametrized convection, while the other setup uses explicit convection, meaning that
the convection parametrization is switched off. Ten different resolutions are considered from 2,525 km
(here named b0, see Table 1) down to 5 km (named b9), which puts ICON in the growing class of global
convection-permitting models which see applications to study climate change feedbacks. For instance,
Tsushima et al. (2014) found for an Earth-like configuration of the Nonhydrostatic Icosahedral Atmo-
spheric Model (NICAM, Satoh et al., 2008) at 5 km resolution strong positive changes in the longwave (LW)
cloud radiative effect due to increased upper-level cloud fractions when increasing sea surface temperature
(SST) uniformly by 2K. Narenpitak et al. (2017) conducted +4K and 4xCO2 experiments on a 4 km resolu-
tion near-global aquaplanet version of the System of Atmospheric Modeling (SAM) cloud resolving model
(Khairoutdinov & Randall, 2003), to examine changes in cloud properties in the tropics and midlatitudes,
finding increasing subtropical cloud cover but no significant change in LW cloud radiative effect for the +4K
experiments. Both these studies used explicit convection yet had very different LW climate feedbacks. Our
study aims at investigating the difference between employing a convection parametrization and not doing
so for a wide range of resolutions. More specifically, we set out to understand the differences in LW feedback
between the two convection setups.
As is shown in Figure 1, ICON in the aquaplanet configuration has an equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS)
of around 2K, which is not changing much across resolution. This is remarkable given the considerable
range of resolutions. Except for one coarse-resolution outlier, all experiments have an ECS inside the range
of ECSs obtained from the models participating in the aquaplanet experiment of CFMIP (Webb et al., 2017).
It is also confirmed that aquaplanet experiments generally result in a lower ECS than found in configura-
tions with the atmosphere coupled to land (AMIP, Gates, 1992) and when additionally coupled to an ocean
with warming instead induced by increasing atmospheric CO2 (CMIP, Taylor et al., 2012). Figure 1 shows
that experiments of ICON with explicit convection yield a lower ECS than their parametrized convection
counterpart at the same resolution. This difference in ECS arises mainly from the LW feedback, which is
systematically more negative for explicit convection.
The feedbacks of ICON, as alluded to here, are presented in greater detail in section 3. Beforehand, section
2 will provide an overview of the model configuration, the experiments and the general model behavior for
both setups and across resolutions. Section 4 provides our conclusions.
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Figure 1. Longwave and shortwave feedbacks for ICON and GCMs forming part of the Coupled MIP (Abrupt 4xCO2),
Atmospheric MIP (AMIP +4K), and Cloud Feedback MIP (Aquaplanet +4K). Lines of constant equilibrium climate
sensitivity assume a forcing of 3.7W/m2. Red dots are ICON experiments with parametrized convection, and blue dots
are for explicit convection. Numbers inside the dots refer to the horizontal resolution with 0 equivalent to 2,525 km and
9 equivalent to 5 km (see Table 1).
2. General Model Characteristics and Behavior
ICON is a model developed by the GermanWeather Service (DWD), the Max Planck Institute for Meteorol-
ogy, and theGermanClimate ComputingCenter (DKRZ). Themodel consists of a nonhydrostatic dynamical
core for the atmosphere (Zängl et al., 2014), which can be coupled to three distinct physics parametrization
packages, either used for operational weather forecasting (see the summary in Zängl et al., 2014), climate
modeling studies (Crueger et al., 2018), or large-eddy simulations (Dipankar et al., 2015). In the present
study we use the atmospheric physics for climate studies, which was transferred and further developed
from the predecessor ECHAM6.3 atmospheric model (Mauritsen et al., 2019). The physics package con-
tains parametrizations of subgrid-scale processes including turbulence (Pithan et al., 2015), cloud cover
(Sundqvist et al., 1989) and microphysics (Lohmann & Roeckner, 1996), moist convection (Nordeng, 1994;
Tiedtke, 1989), and radiation (Pincus & Stevens, 2013). The model also has representations of subgrid-scale
gravity waves, which are not used here. Parameters of parametrizations have been kept the same for all
experiments to avoid additional effects, other than from horizontal resolution, time step length, and moist
convective representation.
Due to a coding bug that was discovered after this study, the moisture convergence seen by the convection
parametrization,which takesmoisture convergence to decide on convection type and as a closure for shallow
cumulus, is too small. The tendencies of ice, liquid, andwater vapor are too small, since only tendencies from
the dynamical core of the model are actually given to the parametrization, and hence, the scheme is not as
active as is intended. Thismeans that part of the convective transport has to happen through the grid scale, as
in the experiments suite with explicit convection, and the convection parametrization only triggers too weak
updrafts such that midlevel cloud fractions might be underestimated, whereas low-level cloud fractions
are overestimated. We therefore expect that the differences found in this study between parametrized and
explicit convection are if anything underestimated.
When the moist convective parametrization is switched off, the model must explicitly represent convec-
tive clouds at the grid scale to remove instability caused by radiative cooling of the atmosphere in order to
achieve radiative-convective equilibrium (Manabe & Strickler, 1964). In this case the model dynamical core
in concert with the cloud physics produce condensation, heating, and convergence at the resolved scales. It
was long thought to not be possible or useful to run global models with explicit convection at resolutions
coarser than a few kilometers, but recently, it was shown that even at(100) km resolution models produce
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large convective clouds (Webb et al., 2015). Here we take this one step further and run with explicit convec-
tion from 2,500 to 5 km horizontal resolution. This ensures a consistent setup across resolutions and, even
though explicit convection at the coarsest resolutions might appear inappropriate at first sight, we find it
interesting to see how an apparently inappropriate application of the physics differs from its application on
scales it was originally tuned for.
2.1. Model Setup and Experiments
All experiments are run in an aquaplanet setup. As Medeiros et al. (2008) have shown, this idealized
setup is capable of capturing Earth-like configuration climate change responses, including cloud effects.
Hence, using this setup provides reliable insight into an atmospheric model's working, but free of additional
land-surface interactions. The control experiment (CTL) has a fixed SST distribution of “Qobs” according
to Neale and Hoskins (2000). As such the SST has a maximum of 27 ◦C at the equator, declines proportion-
ally to a trigonometric function until 60◦N/S and between there and the poles is set to 0 ◦C, without sea ice.
Insolation has a perpetual daily cycle as of 21 March. To mimic global warming, the SST is raised in a sec-
ond experiment uniformly by 4K. Both experiments are conducted for the parametrized and for the explicit
convection model setup. Experiments with the Qobs SST distribution are called paCTL and exCTL and for
the raised SST experiments pa4K and ex4K. The experiments are run at 10 different resolutions, called b0
until b9 as shown in Table 1. The simulation time for resolutions up to b7 is 5 years with the first 2 years
considered as spin up. However, for the resolutions of b8 and b9, simulation time is only 3months due to the
computational cost of the simulations with the first 40 days considered as spin up, after which top of atmo-
sphere radiative equilibrium is reached. As such the results from these finest resolutions are not directly
comparable with the coarser resolution runs; nevertheless, they appear not to behave fundamentally differ-
ent. Also when comparing the long-term ECS of coarser resolutions to their ECS derived from the second
and third simulation month, assuming a 3.7 W/m2 forcing, the differences are rather small in the order of
(0.1) K. Further, at the b8 and b9 resolutions only experiments with explicit convection are conducted, due
to limits in allocated computation time.
The only modification applied to the experiments when altering the resolution is adapting the model's
physics time step. Time step length must be roughly halved for every doubling of the horizontal resolution
in order to maintain numerical stability in the experiments (Table 1). The dynamical core of the model is
set to have five time steps in between one physics time step. As Williamson (2013) has shown, the time step
together with assumed time scales in parametrizations can have a large impact on convective processes and
indeed, when running the parametrized b4 experiment with the time step of the b9 resolution, that is, 15 s,
the ITCZ contracts to a single structure instead of the double structure it has otherwise. Thus, shortening
the time step has a similar effect to switching the convection parametrization off at the b4 resolution. Going
from coarse to fine resolution for explicit convection there is a shift from a single to a double ITCZ, as will
be shown later . Therefore, the results of shorter time steps are counteracted by the phenomena arising from
resolving finer scales of motion.
2.2. General Model Behavior
This subsection provides an overview of some general properties of the ICON aquaplanet experiments,
before going into more details on its radiative feedbacks in section 3. All zonally averaged plots in this paper
show the mean over both hemispheres, but to have a clearer view at the equator, the region between 0 and
20◦N/S is presented twice.
The zonal mean precipitation exhibits the highest values in the tropics in all simulations, and a subtrop-
ical minimum with a clear ITCZ develops for b2 and finer resolutions for both explicit and parametrized
convection in ICON's aquaplanet (Figure 2). The ITCZ appears as either a single peak at the equator or as
two peaks off equator, known as a double ITCZ, depending on the treatment of convection and on resolu-
tion. The ITCZ in the parametrized convection setup develops a double structure for all resolutions finer
than b3, and the double structure widens for the corresponding +4K experiments. For explicit convection
the resolutions coarser than b7 instead develop a single ITCZ, with a more pronounced precipitation max-
imum at the equator for the ex4K experiments. However, at the b7 resolution a double structure develops
in exCTL, which nearly collapses to a single ITCZ in the +4K experiment. This pronounced ITCZ shift
then leads to strong regional shifts in the shortwave (SW) and LW feedbacks as will be seen and discussed
later on. For the resolutions of b8 and b9 a clear double structure develops, which remains also in the +4K
experiments. Hence, a double ITCZ structure develops not only for the parametrized convection setup but
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Figure 2. Zonal mean total precipitation (left two columns) and cloud cover (right two columns). Cloud cover for the
parametrized experiments contains contribution both from subgrid-scale clouds and explicit clouds. Blue lines are for
explicit convection and red lines for parametrized. Darker lines are for CTL experiments and lighter lines for +4K
experiments.
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also for fine-resolution explicit convection, in line with previous findings of Nolan et al. (2016). As Möbis
and Stevens (2012) showed, a double ITCZ structure might be favored because off the equator surface wind
speed, and thus, energy fluxes into the boundary layer are stronger, favoring convection there. This shift to
a double ITCZ structure at finer resolutions may, however, also be a consequence of the models inability
to represent the extensive upper-level tropical anvil clouds associated with deep moist convection, because
radiative heating from these clouds is an important component bringing the ITCZ equatorward (Möbis &
Stevens, 2012).
Cloud cover in ICON (Figure 2) mirrors the ITCZ structure in the tropics. It shows a tendency to decrease
toward finer resolutions at latitudes of subsidence (around 20◦N/S), though with no converging behavior,
which is in line with findings of Herrington and Reed (2017). However, at the b9 resolution cloud cover at
these latitudes is still higher than, for example, in the study of Narenpitak et al. (2017), who did simulations
at 4 km resolution on a near-global aquaplanet and obtained a cloud cover of 20% at 20◦N/S. The change
of cloud fraction with warming (Figure A1) shows an upward vertical shift of high-altitude clouds at all
latitudes but strongest in the tropics at latitudes of the respective ITCZ and around 40◦N/S. This upward
shift is robustly simulated for the two convection setups and across resolutions and is in line with the fixed
anvil temperature (FAT) mechanism (Hartmann & Larson, 2002).
The previously mentioned subtropical precipitation minimum that is developing for resolutions b2 and
finer is associated with subsidence drying in the Hadley downward branch, which consequently produces
a minimum in the relative humidity (RH) field (Figure A2). In the explicit convection simulations the free
troposphere converges to a minimum RH between 6% and 12% at fine resolutions, whereas it is systemat-
ically higher in the corresponding parametrized convection experiments with a minimum RH converging
between 12% and 18%. This distinct difference in themean RH becomes important later on as we investigate
the radiative LW climate change feedbacks.
The change of vertical velocity with warming (Figure A3) shows that the Hadley cell shifts poleward for the
+4K experiments of both setups at resolutions of b3 and finer. The different ITCZ structures between
the convection setups are also present in vertical velocity change. For parametrized convection until the b5
resolution, the widening of the double ITCZ structure is accompanied by weaker ascending motion at the
equator and stronger ascending motion poleward of it. For explicit convection, equatorial rising motion is
strengthened, whereas it is weakened poleward of the ITCZ, leading to a narrowed upward branch of the
Hadley cell. In general the change of vertical velocity is weaker for finer resolutions.
Overall, the mean state circulation and its response to warming is surprisingly consistent across a very wide
range of resolutions in ICON, starting at around b3 corresponding to 300 km grid spacing, and indepen-
dent of the representation of convection. This includes the development of the Hadley circulation, cloud
water content (Figure A4), midlatitude jets (Figure A5), and the upward expansion of the troposphere. Thus,
the stage is set for studying how radiative feedbacks in a changing climate depend on resolution and the
representation of convection.
3. Radiative Climate Change Feedbacks in ICON
The global mean radiative feedback to surface warming in the ICON model was found to be systematically
different between the simulations with explicit and parametrized convection (section 1 and Figure 1). Here
we set out to understand the cause for this difference. First, we inspect the zonally averaged net radiative
feedback, which clearly shows that most of the difference arises from the tropics between 20◦N/S latitude
(Figure 3). The net feedback is the sum of the LW and SW feedback, which are the changes in top of atmo-
sphere upward radiative flux for the +4K experiments. When inspecting the LW and SW components, we
see that the systematic difference in the net feedback is a result of large but opposing contributions from the
LW and SW feedbacks. The individual differences appear to be associated with the position and shifts of the
ITCZ in the simulations.
However, LW and SW feedbacks in ICON also change across resolutions. Yet the changes cancel for the
most part, so that ECS does not change much across resolution. LW feedbacks become less negative and
SW feedbacks become more negative/less positive for finer resolutions in both model setups. The changes
in SW feedbacks are stronger than in the LW, such that a tendency emerges for finer resolutions to have a
slightly lower ECS.
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Figure 3. Zonal mean net, longwave (LW), and shortwave (SW) radiative feedbacks to a +4 K surface warming. Blue
lines are for explicit convection and red lines for parametrized.
ICON's negative net feedback for fine resolutions is unlike that of the NICAMmodel, which, also at a resolu-
tion of about 5 km and explicit convection, but in Earth-like simulations, shows a positive net feedback due
to a positive LW feedback (Tsushima et al., 2014). In ICON the global mean LW feedback also becomes less
negative toward finer resolutions, but it still has a negative sign for the 10 and 5 km resolution and together
with the near-zero SW feedback results in an ECS of slightly below 2K (Figure 1).
3.1. SW Feedbacks
The global mean SW feedback is more negative for parametrized convection, and as seen in Figure 3 this
arises primarily from the high latitudes, which overcompensate the equatorial region where the SW feed-
back of parametrized convection is actually less negative. At high latitudes, a stronger increase of total cloud
water path (TWP, vertically integrated cloud liquid + cloud ice content, Figure A6) for parametrized con-
vection increases the clouds' albedo more than for explicit convection and thus acts as a more negative SW
feedback. Also, the partitioning between cloud liquid and ice content changes under global warming, with
ice changing its phase toward liquid as isotherms rise upward. This phase change acts as a negative feedback,
because liquid particles reflect more incoming SW radiation than ice particles, and occurs predominantly
at high latitudes where mixed-phased clouds are very common (e.g., Mitchell et al., 1989; Storelvmo et al.,
2015). The phase change is more pronounced for parametrized convection (not shown), contributing to
a more negative SW feedback of parametrized convection at high latitudes. The enhanced phase change
for parametrized convection can be attributed mainly to the liquid phase, because liquid water content for
parametrized convection is about half the value of explicit convection at high latitudes in the CTL simula-
tion. Thus, the same amount of liquid water increase at both setups results in a stronger relative increase for
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Table 2
Ratio of Tropical and Global LW Feedback (𝜆LW) Differences Between the
Convection Setups
Resolution b3 b4 b5 b6 b7
Δ(𝜆LW,20◦ )
Δ(𝜆LW,global)
0.52 0.43 0.43 0.51 0.53
Note. 𝛥 denotes the difference between explicit and parametrized convection.
The feedback inside of 20◦N/S is weighted by area to a global-scale feedback.
parametrized convection. Cloud ice content is about the same for both setups and shows a poleward shift of
its high-latitude maximum only at resolutions finer than b4 (not shown).
The tendency for SW feedback to shift in the negative direction for increasing resolutions is present at both
low andhigh latitudes. Equatorial TWP in the parametrized convection setup decreases lesswithwarming at
finer resolutions, weakening the associated positive feedback. finer resolutions, as seen in Figure 2 . Further,
equatorial cloud cover contributes to the negative SW feedback tendency in the parametrized convection
setup by decreasing less with warming at finer resolutions, as seen in Figure 2. For explicit convection it is
the stronger increase in TWP and cloud cover at resolutions up to b7 that results in a negative SW feedback
tendency at the equator. At high latitudes the tendency of the SW feedback arises also primarily from a
stronger increase in TWPwithwarming at finer resolutions, though for parametrized convection an increase
in cloud cover is contributing.
3.2. LW Feedbacks
As we have seen, the main difference in net feedback between the convection setups occurs equatorward
of 20◦N/S. Inspecting the LW and SW feedbacks, we find a large diversity of responses that approximately
compensate. However, it is the more negative mean LW feedback in the tropics that causes the slightly
reduced ECS in explicit versus parametrized convection (Figure 1). Therefore, we want to investigate the
LW feedback and this section will focus on the tropical LW feedbacks and why they are different between
the setups.
Roughly half the global LW feedback difference arises inside 20◦N/S (Table 2). Thus, the difference inside
20◦N/S is about twice as strong as outside, because the region accounts for about a third of the global area.
The peak positive LW feedback occurs at the equator for explicit convection at b7, which arises from the
beforementioned contraction of the ITCZ toward a single ITCZ. However, except directly at the equator,
explicit convection has a more negative feedback in the tropics. This could be attributed to more positive
Figure 4. Probability density function (PDF) of upward longwave radiation
flux at the top of atmosphere equatorward of 20◦N/S. The bin width of the
underlying histogram is about 4W/m2. Blue lines are for explicit
convection and red lines for parametrized. Darker lines are for CTL
experiments and lighter lines for +4K experiments.
feedbacks of parametrized convection where the ITCZ is located. Yet
also when comparing the respective latitudes outside the ITCZ loca-
tions, the explicit convection setup has a more negative LW feedback.
We investigate possible reasons for this model behavior in the following
sections.
3.2.1. An Iris Effect
A possible explanation for the more negative LW feedbacks can be the
presence of the so-called iris effect (Lindzen et al., 2001) in the explicit
setup, which would constitute an additional negative LW feedback for
explicit convection and is a possibly missing LW feedback in GCMs
(Mauritsen & Stevens, 2015).
Initially, Lindzen et al. (2001) proposed on the basis of satellite observa-
tions that an unknown mechanism, which is missing in climate models,
causes tropical anvil clouds to reduce their areal coverage for warmer
surface temperatures. Eventually, Mauritsen and Stevens (2015) imple-
mented a parametrization of the iris effect in the GCM ECHAM6 and
found that the hydrological cycle as well as the radiation response to
natural variability and an increase in CO2 are in better agreement with
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Figure 5. Zonal mean clear-sky longwave (LW) feedback to a +4 K surface
warming. Blue lines are for explicit convection and red lines for
parametrized.
observations. Bony et al. (2016) proposed a mechanism that leads to con-
tracting anvil clouds based on an increased stability at high altitudes for
increased SSTs, closely linked to the PHAT mechanism (Zelinka & Hart-
mann, 2010). The proposed stability-iris mechanism is nevertheless too
weak to cause an appreciable negative LW feedback and hence cannot
explain the discrepancy with observations.
Preliminary experiments with a former version of ICON at 20 km
resolution suggested that ICON with explicit convection on an aqua-
planet would represent the iris effect organically, without any artificial
parametrization. If cirrus clouds were reduced, the amount of LW radi-
ation emitted to space by those relatively cold cirrus clouds would be
reduced. The LW radiation emitted by upper-level cirrus clouds is around
−200W/m2 (negative sign for upward flux), which corresponds approxi-
mately to tropical cloud temperatures at 9 km or above. However, in the
ICON version of this study, the iris effect is not present for either setup,
because upward LW fluxes around −250 to −150W/m2 do not occur less
often for a warmer SST (Figure 4). Likewise, mean cloud fraction profiles do not reveal a significant change
in tropical upper tropospheric cloudiness (Figure A7). Hence, an iris effect with its anticipated negative LW
response from shrinking anvil cloud cover does not act as a negative LW feedback in our experiments. More
recent Earth-like simulations with explicit convection at 5 km resolution indicate that ICONunderestimates
high cloud fraction compared to satellite observations (not shown), suggesting that ICON is limited in rep-
resenting a possible iris effect. Hence, further research will be needed to clarify the contribution of an iris
effect in a model with improved high cloud representation.
3.2.2. Moistening in Dry Tropical Regions
Without the iris effect as a possible explanation in our experiments, the question still remains as to why
the offset arises between LW feedbacks in the parametrized and explicit convection. The distribution of LW
radiation (Figure 4) shows that the main differences between the setups occur at relatively dry and clear
regions where LW radiation changes due to a warmer SST by about −2.90W/m2K for explicit convection,
compared to only −1.91W/m2K for parametrized convection. This is in line with the more negative LW
feedback of explicit convection outside of the respective ITCZ's latitude, that is, at mostly subsiding and
less cloudy regions, and puts clear-sky radiation in the focus, which is radiation calculated without being
affected by cloud fractions or cloud water content.
The feedback of clear-sky LW radiation is shown in Figure 5. Comparing to Figure 3, it can indeed be seen
that the meridional pattern of the all-sky LW feedback is mirrored in the clear-sky LW feedback. As further
shown in Figure 6 the more negative all-sky LW feedback of explicit convection in the tropics can largely
be attributed to the difference of the two setups in clear-sky feedback. Additionally, both setups have a
comparable difference between their own respective all-sky and clear-sky feedbacks, reducing toward finer
Figure 6.Mean clear-sky and all-sky longwave (LW) feedbacks
equatorward of 20◦N/S. Blue lines are for explicit convection and red lines
for parametrized.
resolutions, which is therefore not the primary cause for the LW feedback
discrepancy.
Because clear-sky LW radiation is sensitive to the distribution of water
vapor, changes in humidity might help to explain the difference between
the clear-sky feedbacks. Thewater vapor feedback is the strongest positive
LW feedback in the atmosphere and additional tropospheric water vapor
content in the tropics acts as a positive feedback. As shown in Table 3,
themean increase in columnwater vapor inside 20◦N/S is slightly less for
explicit convection. Thus, the water vapor feedback is likely less positive
for explicit convection than for parametrized.
Detailed analysis shows that the difference in clear-sky LW feedbacks
originates in the drier half of the tropics, which is half the area inside
20◦N/S with the lower zonal mean column water vapor content. There,
the explicit convection setup moistens about 21% less than on average
inside 20◦N/S, whereas the parametrized setup moistens about 9% more
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Table 3
Mean Increase of ColumnWater Vapor With SST Warming Inside 20◦N/S for
Parametrized and Explicit Convection
Resolution b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b8 b9
pa4K (kg∕m2K) 4.98 4.23 4.32 4.26 4.39
ex4K (kg∕m2K) 4.15 3.91 4.12 3.83 3.86 3.02 3.23
than in the 20◦N/S-average with warming. Hence, the difference in moistening is more pronounced in the
drier parts than in the moister parts.
Broadly speaking, the altitude of added water vapor determines the strength of the water vapor feedback
via temperature: the higher, the colder, the stronger. To first order, in the drier half all experiments exhibit
nearly constant RH in the boundary layer and an upward shift of the profile in the upper troposphere as
the tropopause rises with warming, though also the upper tropospheric RH values stay practically constant
(Figure 7). The main differences in relative moistening between explicit and parametrized convection are
located in the lower free troposphere from 2 to 10 km height, where explicit convection does not increase
its RH while parametrized convection does so by 1–2.5%/K at b4. Hence, RH differences occur at altitudes
where water vapor increase has a considerable LW feedback.
Our results clearly identify that the primary cause of the stronger negative LW feedback for explicit convec-
tion is associated with the subsiding parts of the tropics where shallow convection dominates. For explicit
convection the stronger radiative cooling goes hand in hand with its stronger increase in tropical precipi-
tation, when seeing it from an energy perspective. But also the narrower single ITCZ structure in the +4K
experiments with its more aggregated convection might act to reduce the humidity in the subtropics (e.g.,
Hohenegger & Stevens, 2016), where surface heat then is radiated away more efficiently, suggesting an
analogy to radiator fins (Pierrehumbert, 1995).
The tendency of LW feedbacks in both setups to become less negative for finer resolutions is also evident
in Figure 6, but only in all-sky and not clear-sky feedback; clear-sky feedback stays about constant across
resolutions. Thus, the tendency originates from a decreasing difference between all-sky and clear-sky feed-
back. This might be connected to the decrease in tropical low-level cloud fractions for finer resolutions
(Figure A7), whereby the masking of upper-level water vapor from surface LW radiation by those clouds is
reduced, aligning the magnitude of all-sky and clear-sky LW feedback (Soden et al., 2004).
Figure 7.Mean profiles of relative humidity in the drier half equatorward of 20◦N/S for parametrized and explicit convection. Blue lines are for explicit
convection and red lines for parametrized. Darker lines are for CTL experiments and lighter lines for +4K experiments. Three dimensional output for b8 and b9
is not available.
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Figure A1. Zonal mean change (+4K-CTL) of cloud fraction for parametrized (left column) and explicit (right column)
convection.
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Figure A2. Zonal mean relative humidity for parametrized (left two columns) and explicit (right two columns) convection. This output is not available for the
resolutions of b8 and b9.
4. Conclusions
Experiments with the nonhydrostatic global atmosphere model ICON in an aquaplanet configuration for
parametrized and explicit convection at 10 different resolutions and for a +4 K surface warming have been
explored. The large-scale circulation of ICON develops a double ITCZ for parametrized convection and res-
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Figure A3. Zonal mean change (+4K-CTL) of vertical velocity for parametrized (left column) and explicit (right
column) convection. This output is not available for the resolutions of b8 and b9.
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Figure A4. Zonal mean cloud water content for parametrized (left two columns) and explicit (right two columns) convection. This output is not available for
the resolutions of b8 and b9.
olutions finer than 316 km and other than in, for example, Williamson (2008) or Benedict et al. (2017), the
double ITCZ does not narrow for increasing resolutions. . For explicit convection the ITCZ has a single struc-
ture at resolutions coarser than 20 km and a double structure for 20 km and finer, similar to Nolan et al.
(2016).
The main findings of our study are the following:
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Figure A5. Zonal mean u-wind for parametrized (left two columns) and explicit (right two columns) convection. This output is not available for the resolutions
of b8 and b9.
1. The globalmean net feedback of ICON is negative and remarkably stable across all experiments, resulting
in an ECS between 1.5 and 2.5K for horizontal resolutions of 300 to 5 km. There are, nevertheless, large
but compensating shifts between the SW and LW feedback components.
2. The SW feedback shifts systematically in the negative direction for finer resolutions from positive to
slightly negative, mainly due to a stronger increase in cloud water path at both low and high latitudes.
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Figure A6. Zonal mean change (+4K-CTL) of total cloud water path to a +4 K surface warming. Blue lines are for
explicit convection and red lines for parametrized.
Further, with parametrized convection the negative mixed-phase feedback is stronger than with explicit
convection.
3. A distinct feature of the explicit convection simulations is a systematically stronger negative LW feedback,
which originates mostly in the tropics and which leads to a weaker ECS for explicit convection than with
parametrized convection.
4. The stronger negative LW feedback in this model is not caused by cloud feedbacks, for example, an iris
effect, but rather is associated with a weaker water vapor feedback in tropical subsiding regions. Whereas
the explicit convection setup has practically constant RH in a warming climate, the parametrized setup
exhibits increasing free tropospheric RH.
After the simulations upon which this study builds were conducted, a coding error was identified in the
implementation of the convection scheme of the ICONmodel. The errormeant that part of themoisture flux
convergence, used to decide whether the convection scheme is triggered, was ignored, effectively leading to
less parameterized convective mixing than what otherwise would have been the case. This means that the
identified differences between parameterized and explicit convection are underestimated here. Simulations
with explicit convection were of course not affected by the coding error.
We find that the main difference in the climate sensitivity between explicit and parameterized convection
arises from the water vapor feedback associated with the response of humidity in the lower troposphere to
midtroposphere in tropical subsiding regions. This begs the question which one is the more realistic solu-
tion? We do not have an answer to this question, but simulations in an Earth-like setup of ICON using
explicit convection suggest that the model is too dry in its mean state in the absence of further tuning.
The dry bias could be corrected by reducing the cloud microphysics conversion rates from cloud water to
rain and cloud ice to snow, which were tuned to very large values when the model was used at typical cli-
mate model resolutions. Reducing the conversion rates would probably lead to a slight strengthening of the
water vapor feedback, but intuitively, we would not expect an explicit convection simulation to exhibit the
kind of RH increases of 1–2.5% per degree warming found in the lower troposphere to midtroposphere for
parameterized convection. Thus, we speculate the true water vapor feedback lies between the two setups.
In a broader perspective, this study demonstrates the versatility of the ICON model as a tool for bridging
gaps across broad ranges of scales, verymuch enabled by the codes flexibility and scalability on large parallel
computers. But a major challenge is that the physics parametrizations that may work well at a certain res-
olution are not necessarily appropriate at another. As such the physics parametrization package used here
was originally developed and tuned over several decades for usage at climate modelling scales, so spatial
resolutions on the order of 100 km. Other options in ICON are a physics package used for weather forecast-
ing globally at around 10 km spatial resolution (with parametrized convection) and regionally at around
2 km, as well as a large-eddy simulation package for around 100m spatial resolution. The latter two versions
are not coupled to an ocean. Therefore, there are now ongoing efforts to create a parametrization package
for ICON to be used globally at a grid spacing of about 2 km and coupled to an ocean. In the future this
new development will allow studies of deep cloud feedbacks to be conducted with higher confidence in the
results.
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Figure A7.Mean profiles of cloud fraction equatorward of 20◦N/S. Blue lines are for explicit convection and red lines for parametrized. Darker lines are for
CTL experiments and lighter lines for +4K experiments.
Appendix A: Additional Figures
The purpose of the appendix is to provide further information about the general model behavior across reso-
lution and for both the parametrized and explicit convection setup. Also, supportive figures for the feedback
analysis are shown.
The poleward shift of theHadley cell can only be seen for resolutions finer than b2. For the coarse resolutions
the Hadley cell instead strengthens at high altitudes. Ascending motion in the equatorial region at high
altitudes increases, whereas it decreases at low altitudes. The opposite is happening in the subtropics, where
downward motion increases at high altitudes and decreases at lower altitudes.
Cloud water content (Figure A4), that is, cloud liquid plus cloud ice content, mirrors the ITCZ structure.
Yet both convection setups show similar cloud water variations with resolution and with latitude. The max-
imum cloud water content for b3–b5 appears in low-level clouds around 20◦N/S. For other resolutions,
however, the maximum appears in low-level clouds at high latitudes. For a warmer SST the cloud water
content increases for low-level clouds at high latitudes and high-level clouds at the ITCZ, but not for the
low-level clouds at 20◦N/S.
Zonal winds (Figure A5) show the development of extratropical westerly jets for resolutions finer than b1.
For explicit convection jets are more pronounced and their maximum velocity is consistently located at 30◦,
whereas with parametrized convection it is located between 25◦ and 35◦, widening for finer resolutions.
Tropical easterly winds first occur at b2, and at b3 they have similar strength to those at finer resolutions.
For warmer SST experiments the jet strength increases and the latitudewhere easterlies change to westerlies
shifts poleward across resolutions and for both convection setups.
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